"Mainstream of art has overflowed its banks"
rejection of modelling
rejection of naturalistic colour
expression of inner feeling
no "irreducible core" of 20th c art - no "canon"
Baudelaire - "what it felt like to live in the new conditions" "life seemed to have speeded up"
Embrace it - Futurists
Modernity
Reject it - Kandinsky

Weber "iron cage"

Reform it - Bauhaus
Distinctness of the modern
Solely concerned with aesthetic effects
Rilke "suddenly one has the right eyes"

Art origins - Manet and Cezanne

"essentially a flat surface covered with colours"
Matisse - "essential character"
no "superfluous detail"
Bell / Fry "significant form" > "aesthetic emotion" "direct expression of feeling"
Pollock "each age finds its own technique
"singularity of modern art's effects"
"flatness of the two dimensional support"

Modernism
Greenberg - art's "increasing autonomy"
"gradual withdrawal from task of representing reality"

"medium specificity" Each art "hunted back to its mediums"

Introduction

Avant Garde and Kitsch "escapist leisure activities"
Fried "all the best new painting done in America"
Barr - abstraction > impoverishment, but
also distillation
Greenberg "purity and self-sufficiency"
"Modernsim died some time in the late 1960s"
1960s - "languages of resistance"

Avant Gardes

Burger - only use AG for movements that overcome the autonomy of art "fusion of art and life"
Krauss "stepping beyond art history"
Steinberg (1972)
Rauschenberg "pictorial surface that let
the world in again"
redirected attention to marginalised aspects - Duchamp, Dada etc
Duchamp - shift art from "preoccupation with the retinal"
Kaprow "I am an artist"
Judd "specific objects"neither painting nor sculpture
"moving beyond the confines of the gallery"
Barthes "death of the author"decentred subjectivity
Hybridity - art / popular culture - mixed media / technologies / globalisation
Benjamin - aura of art withers in"age of mechanical reproduction"
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Post Modernism

Creation of artwork through "the mind
rather than the hand"
De Duve - "is it beautiful" > "is it art" p.88

Duchamp "changed conception of the nature of art"

"leaves us with a problem, not a solution" p.88
Greenberg "laid down precedents for next 50 years"

Duchamp's "elegantly simple gesture" found object presented as work of art

Bottlerack
"no physical intervention whatsoever"

"choose an object without it impressing me"

"admiration for industrial forms"
machine aesthetic ?

origins in cubism - portrait of father /
homage to Cezanne
representing movement through "static
medium of pictorial representation"
The Large Glass
"labour intensive methods"

incorporation of chance elements (dust breeding)
Written texts as integral part of work

Munich - abandoned painting. Passage
from Virgin to Bride = transition from
painting > readymades

Ready Mades

Getting away from "la patte", "retinal painting"
Contemporaneous with Blauer Reiter,
expressionism - Marc "bridge into the
realm of spirit"
Titles added "extra dimension of
meaning"
Pharmacy, Fountain

Sold little work, but acted as broker
Neither functional obects or artworks something inbetween
Commodification of art work
sustain and control impact of
ready-mades
Box-in-a-Valise
recommodification
"no jury, no prizes"
"for the artist to decide what is art"
1. dissociation of artistic creativity from craft or skill

Independent Artists' Exhibition
Three Key Ideas

taking everyday object out of normal
2. functional context
3. "created a new thought" for the object

Links with Dada ? Duchamp didn't share
"sense of moral purpose"
Gender issues - Rrose Selavy
(eros, c'est la vie)
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Seagram Murals
beautiful vs. sublime

New York School 1940s
Newman, Rothko, Pollock

harmony, proportion
wonder, awe, terror

no "pictoral resemblance to the visible world" p.111
Kandinsky "abstract expressionism"
early developments
Malevich - "non-objective"
Mondrian - "neo-plastic"
photography usurpsed painting
Turn of 19th/20th centuries

devts in physics - not everything "picturable"
psychology - human imagination
Fried on Stella
"he wants to be Velasquez so he paints
stripes"
Correspondence between painting and
the world "literal rather than pictorial
"does not depict what it may resemble" p.139
light and shade

specific lighting conditions believable
illusion of spatial depth

figure-ground effects

Abstraction / Figuration / Representation
Helion Ile de France

Figuration
Abstraction not always non-figurative

Abstract

Tanguy The Invisibles
idealist tendency - essentialism

geometrical

Justifications for abstraction
expressive tendency - individual feeling, imagination

free form, saturated colours

history of modern art = history of modern freedom p.126
boundaries or barriers in paintings - effect on viewer
marking the surface / establishment of
illusory depth p.135
Subtopic

Literal / Pictorial / Abstract
Pop Art - abstract art had become established

Stella and minimalism - limits of abstract art
viewing distance / social distance
"fill your visual field"
"expectation of expressive content is intense" p.146
artist "is always the first spectator of the work"
"Reading it Properly"
Connection with and separation from others
"without the nostalgic glasses of history" (Newman)
"free of the conventions of understanding" (Rothko)
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Lichtenstein Little Big Painting

Human body - ethnic identity and territorial origins
gender = "stylised repetition of acts" (Butler) p.171
Essentialist ideas of female archetypes,

Female body - more flexible approach to
gender, ambiguity

Mendieta - sacrificial myths
Live art, Performance art - origins in Dada and Futurism
Breaking down separation of life and art
"dematerialisation" - art which contains its own destruction

Body Art
rethink artist's / viewer's relationship with art object "creative engagement with an environment" p.188
Traditions of earth art and land art - postmodernism

Postmodernity

Rrose Selavy

confront own identity

need to stretch and rethink both Modernism (painting, sculpture) and Postmodernism (performance, body art, earth art)
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Yarla - made with sand
1989 Magiciens de la Terre
Desert painting - acrylic on canvas, permanent
Non-Western Art - implies hierarchy
wrong to see IA art as static, unchanging
wider definition of what constitutes art

Australia as "terra nullius" (Ruskin on Africa)

Western categories imposed or native art translated? p.225
Indigenous Australians - voting 1961, census 1967
Antiquity - liberal arts
Vasari - separation of art from crafts
Fine Arts / aesthetics - 18th century

Williams - "art" relatively modern concept.

20th century - interest in primitivism
Picasso, Matisse - "authenticity" of
African art, masks
Helped break with long standing pictorial conventions
19th century anthropology / ethnography > 20th century polical / cultural self-determination

Indigenous Art

Shonibare - hybridity

Post-colonial art

Cheri Samba - signwriting
Notion of power=knowledge from Foucault
Discourse creates reality
Said - Orientalism
Stereotypes persist longer than colonialism
Occidental "self" and Oriental "other"

Escaping Ethnocentrism ?
Pollock / Kngwarreye

Avoid "acknowledging difference while obliterating its meaning"
"Meaning is not a readymade, portable thing"
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"appropriated, exhibited and most
crucialy, sold" p.242)

